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To all whom it may con/Fern: 
Be it known that I, CHARLES D. KAUF 

MANN, a citizen of the United States, and a 
resident of Chicago, Cook County, and 
State of Illinois. have invented certain new 
and usefullm rovements in Processes of 
Producing FoldJers', of which the following 
is declared to be a full, clear, and exact de 
scription. I I 

This invention relates to the process of 
producing folders and its principal objects 
are economy, saving of time and labor, and 
neatness and elegance in the ?nished article. 

This invention has particular reference to 
folders that. contain photo prints usually 
mounted on a strip of fabric or paper back 
ing in such manner that thestrip may be 
folded between the photo prints so as to con 
dense the-size of the strip, whereby a num 
ber of the folders may be bound in a cover 
and carried in the pockets of one’s wearing 
apparel. 

Ordinarily considerable time is required, 
in the manufactureof the ordinary folder 
of this type, and great precision an'd accu 
racy was required to mount the prints on 
the backing so as to produce a ?nished ar 
ticle. ‘ 

With the present process, less ex ert 
workmen may be employed in the pro uc 
tion of the folder, and a more attractive 
?nished article is produced. ' 
With these and other objects in view, this 

invention consists in the novel features 
hereinafter fully described and claimed. 
The invention is clearly illustrated in the 

accompanying drawing, in which :— 
Fig. 1 is a face view of a printed and 

developed photographic strip containing a 
plurality of individual photographs there 
on; Fig. 2 is a face view of said strip after 
certain slotting operations have been per 
formed thereon; Fig. 3 is a face view of 
said strip partly broken away, after it'has 
been mounted on a backing, trimmed and 
certain round cornering operations have 
been performed thereon: Fig. 4 is an edged 
view of the strip, and Fig.‘ 5 is a perspec 
tive view showing a number of the ?nished 
folders bound in a cover. , ' 

In carrying on the present process,‘ a plu 
rality of spaced individual photographs are 
?rst made on an elongated sensitized strip 
of suitable dimensions slightly greater than 
the ?nished article. The strip is developed, 

?xed and dried in the ordinary manner. 
Thereafter the strip is slotted transversely 
between the photographs at equidistant 
places. The slotted strip is then mounted 
on a suitable backing formed of cloth, or 
other fabric, paper, vellum-or the like, the 
edges trimmed, and, if desired the corners 
of the individual photographs rounded off. 
The strip is then prepared for binding in a 
cover. ' ‘ 

Referring to the accompanyin drawing, .' 
which illustrates a folder in t e various 
stages of its formation, the reference char 
acter 10, designates an elongated print strip 
having spaced individual photographs 11 
made thereon bythe photographic process, 
and an extra space 12. The photogra hs 
~may portray commercial objects‘ or t ey 
may be artistic or of domestic subjects as 
1s desired. '-The entire strip is developed, 
?xed and washed andthereafter-dried on a 
ferrotype or squeegee as is customary in the 
art of producing photographic prints. 
After the print strip is dried, it is slotted 

transversely between the photographs 11 

or 
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by suitable dies, at equidistant places, as at ' 
13, (see Fig. 2) to form the spaced side 

' edges of the hereafter mentioned individual 
prints 14. The slotted print- strip is then 
damped or wetted and mounted on a. back 
ing 15 formed of cloth, or other woven fab-i 
r10, paper, vellum or the like, by pasting 
it thereto and drying it on a ferrotype or 
squeegee. The strip is then folded along 
lines between the edges of the individual 
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prints 14 and trimmed along the lines ac‘—m, ~ 
,1/-—_4/ (Fig. 3) to form the edges of the 
?nished folder. The corner portlons of the 
prints are then rounded off as at 18 by suit 
able dies, thereby connecting the side edges 
17 with the end edges 16 by round corners. 
In Fig. 3 at- the left end thereof, art of the 
strip is shown in its condition 
corners of the individual prints have been 
rounded, and at the right end, the strip is 
shown in its ?nished condition. The part 
12 at one end of the strip is prepared for 
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binding the strip in a cover, and this is . 
ordinarily done b punching holes .21 there— . 
in with suitable ies. In Fig. 5 is shown a 
cover 19 having a number of thev folders 
bound therein. Said cover may be pro 
vided with the ordinary temporary binder 
screws 20 for securing the folders thereto 
and it may be arranged to wrap around the 110 
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folded strip, and may have a clasp .for se 
curing the ?aps of the cover together.’ 

It will be observed that individual photo 
graphic prints are thus adapted to ‘be 
mounted on a backing, which photographic 
prints are spaced equidistant, are parallel 
with each ot icr and present a neat, ele rant 
and eli'e‘etive ap earancel- Moreover al of 
the prints may )0 made simultaneously on 
a sensitized strip from one or more nega~ 
tives. Furthermore, by slotting the strip 
and leaving uncut portions along the top 
and bottom of the strip all of the prints 
remain connected together during the wet 
ting, mounting and drying operations, 
which insures the proper positioning of the 
individual prints on the backing. Intrim 
ming‘ the upper and lower edge ‘portions, 
the cuts may be made along the on s of the 
slots if desired, but in order to give a more 
handsome appearance to the folder, the 
cuts are made. beyond the slots, and the 
corners are rounded as shown. The fabric 
backing forms hinge like parts between the 
individual prints, upon which the latter 
may be folded to condense the'length of the 
strip. ' 

I claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent: _ 

1. The herein described process of pro 
ducing folders, which consists in trans 
versely slotting a strip, having spaced indi 

l ‘separated individual photographic 
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vidual photographs printed thereon, mount 
ing the slotted strip on a backing, and trim 
ming oil' the edge )ortions of the strip and 
hacking back to t 1e slots,'thereby leaving 

mounted on a backing which is foldab e be 
tween the prints. _ 

2. Therherein described process of pro 
ducing ‘folders, which consists in trans 
versely slottin a photo aphic strip, havé 
ing spaced in ividual plgitlitographs printed 
thereon, mounting the slotted. strip on ‘a 
backing, trimming the edges of the strip 
and backing, ‘and round cornering the ‘cor 
uc'rs at the ends of the slots to leave 
separated individual photographic prints, 

rints ' 
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mounted‘ on a common backing,~ which is‘ 
foldable between the prints. 

3,. The herein described process of pro 
ducing folders, which consists in trans 
versely slotting a strip containing° printed 
individual photographs, and a blank-space, 
mounting the slotted strip on a woven fabric 
backing, trimming off the edges of the strip 
and hacking, round cornering the corners 
at the ends of the slots to leave separated 
individual spaced prints and a binding 
member mounted on a ‘ common backin 
which is .foldable between the prints, an 
perforating said binding member. ' 

‘CHAS. D. KAUFMANN. 
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